This is a brief report on some interesting theorems and their interconnections.
Definitions
A coin is a closed circular disk in the (euclidean) plane, a coin system is a finite set of coins (not necessarily of equal radii) with disjoint interiors (i.e., a coin system is a finite circle packing). The contact scheme C of a coin system S is a graph G = C(S) whose vertices and edges are in one-to-one correspondence with the coins of S, and with those pairs of coins of S which are tangent, respectively. Graph G is called a coin graph iff G is the contact scheme of some coin system; clearly, any coin graph is finite, simple, and planar. If S is a coin system and G a graph isomorphic to C(S) then we shall say that G is realized by S. By a stereographic projection mapping the plane onto the unit sphere (and conversely), any coin system is transformed into what we will call a spherical coin system, i.e., a finite spherical circle packing (and conversely).
Graph G is called polyhedral
iff it is isomorphic to the l-skeleton of a convex (three-dimensional) polyhedron. , simple, planar, and 3-connected [23] .
Recall that graph G is polyhedral if and only if G is j&e
An egg is a strictly convex body in E3 with a smooth boundary. Clearly, the tangency cones of the unit sphere S whose vertices are the vertices of Q touch S in circles which determine a spherical coin system, Z, say, and the faces of Q intersect S in circles which also determine a spherical coin system, cQ say; both these systems have the same contact points (namely, the points in which S is touched by the edges of Q) in which the boundary circles of their (spherical) coins intersect perpendicularly. Note that each of these coin systems determines Q. In this sense, Q is unique up to circle preserving transformations of the unit sphere (which depend on 6 real parameters). Clearly, Theorem 4 implies Theorem 3. Let Q be a convex polyhedron whose edges are tangent to S. Replace every edge e of Q by a straight line e' which is perpendicular to e and touches S at the same point as e: then the new lines determine (the l-skeleton of) a convex polyhedron Q' whose edges are tangent to S; evidently, Q and Q' are duals of each other, thus Q's Q and cB = Co. Applying a stereographic projection, we immediately see that Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 are equivalent.
Four remarkable theorems
The simultaneous realization of G and G by orthogonal coin systems, and the corresponding representation of P (and its dual) as described above, being unique up to a group r of circle preserving transformations, Theorem 3 provides a polyhedron representation which is canonic module r.
As for the proof of Theorem 1, it is not difficult to see that it suffices to prove Theorem 1 for 3-connected triangulations. Thus Theorem 1 follows from Theorem 2:
Theorem 4-+Theorem 30Theorem 2+Theorem 1.
Comment
Theorem 1 It is most remarkable that not only Theorem 1 can be proved using methods from the theory of conformal mapping but that, conversely, Theorem 1 also provides a means for 'discretizing' conformal mapping, thus allowing new approaches to the central theorems of this theory (Schwarz's Lemma, Riemann's Mapping Theorem, Koebe Uniformization, etc.: see [3, 10, [17] [18] [19] 241 ; more references can be found in [lo]). Thus Theorem 1 -which originally seemed to be of a more or less special character, an isolated theorem having aesthetic appeal rather than promising usefulness or applicability -has, in a sense, proved to be of central significance and, together with its generalizations, has given rise to a renaissance of certain parts of the theory of conformal mapping (where already important new results have been found, see, e.g., [lo] ).
What makes this topic so fascinating to the author is the fact that in it combinatorial and differential topology, discrete geometry, hyperbolic geometry, the theory of polyhedra, graph theory, analysis (conformal mapping) and even combinatorial optimization are found intrinsically interwoven.
Note added in proof. During the last two years, the theory of circle packings (coin graphs) and its generalizations and applications to conformal mapping and other fields have developed rapidly. The following brief account is by no means complete. 
